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Introducing Digital Asset Management.
As a marketer or designer in a modern company your day revolves around digital content. In an
ideal world you would focus solely on what you do best: creating, writing or designing high quality
content. But unfortunately we are not living in an ideal world, and you inevitably get involved in
one of the less glamorous sides of content creation: file management. How to store, organize and
distribute all that beautiful content?
Most companies already have either a file server or some form of simple cloud storage in use, so this is usually the initial place
where the content gets stored. This might work fine for a certain period, but chances are that you will run into some limitations
after a while. If you recognize questions like these, you know that this might be the case for your organization:
•

Which photographer needs to be credited for “image x”?

•

Who knows where the final versions of “X” is saved?

•

Can you please resend me “file x” - I can’t find it on my computer?

If you start thinking about how to improve these processes, you will stumble upon the term Digital Asset Management rather
quickly during your research. Digital Asset Management - or just DAM - solutions are designed to help you to efficiently store,
organize and distribute your content. If you are looking for a way to optimize your file management, but you are
not sure of the benefits of a Digital Asset Management solution and if it's the right choice for you, then read on…
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The 10 most common
problems and frustrations.
In this e-book we will show you why and when you should use a
Digital Asset Management solution, by diving into 10 common
problems and frustrations around content creation, management
and distribution and how a DAM solution might solve them:
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PROBLEM #1

Not able to find the
right files, fast.
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PROBLEM #1

Not able to find the
right files, fast.
Today there is more marketing content being produced (and
currently available) than ever before. Marketers and designers are
under strain to produce a lot of content, while maintaining a high
quality. Different platforms require different variants of campaign
material, A/B testing, localization of content: it really adds up
quickly.
If your team is not able to quickly find material that has been
produced earlier, or even while they are working on a project, you
are losing time and money:
-

Precious time is wasted while your team is searching for
content.

-

Content is deemed lost and re-created, because nobody
knows where to find that banner from last year anymore.
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SOLUTION #1

DAM as one master repository
and digital asset library.
You might have heard the saying that “DAMs are the single source of truth for digital assets.” It's a
bit of a technical term, but it basically means that a DAM should be the one and only central
place for all your content. By centralizing all your content in one place, everyone in the
organization knows where to go for their content.
One of the many things DAMs can help with is allowing users to invest more time in working with
their digital assets, than searching for them. A good DAM solution should allow the user to easily
find the right file within seconds, by making use of folders, metadata and collections:
+

Folders add structure to your existing content.

+

Metadata greatly improves your DAM library’s search functionality.

+

Collections keep temporary projects (like work in progress) neatly together.

All of this results in quicker access to digital assets, thereby saving your team time spent usually
searching for assets. This means they can focus on what they do best: creating beautiful content.
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PROBLEM #2

No easy way of sharing the right
content with the right people.
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PROBLEM #2

No easy way of sharing the right
content with the right people.
Sharing content can be tricky. Especially when you are currently using an internal file server.
Of course there are some great file sharing services out there, like WeTransfer. But they have their
limitations:
-

For every new version you have to send a new sharelink.

-

This could lead to sending new links back and forth, which makes it difficult to keep track of
the latest version.

Or imagine wanting to share your content with clients, partners or resellers. If you recognize
requests like "Can you send me the material from that campaign from last fall…?", you know that
those requests can add up and really interrupt your daily workflow.
And what about the accidental usage of outdated or unreleased content?
How frustrating is it when you spend countless days on a re-branding, and your colleagues are
still using the old logo? Or maybe they already started using unreleased content before the
campaign went live?
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SOLUTION #2

Sharelinks with versioning and a
self-service content portal.
The benefits of a good Digital Asset Management solution go far
beyond just streamlining your internal file management. Your
solution of choice should also allow you to easily share the right
content, with the right people.
If you combine file sharing with version management, a 'simple'
sharelink becomes very powerful. No need to create new linksImage_01.jpg
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everytime you update a file. Whoever accesses the link always sees
the last version. And you keep the overview of all the earlier
versions as well, so you can go back to an earlier version whenever
needed.

Cancel

Save

If you combine file sharing services with approval and commenting
options, a 'simple' sharelink becomes part of your creative
workflow. It allows the recipients to voice their opinion: by
approving, rejecting and commenting on your files.
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SOLUTION #2

Sharelinks are great for sharing a specific set of files. But what if you want to share whole
sections of your content? For example if you want to share all your final and approved marketing
material with your clients, sales team, partners or resellers. In that case the availability of a
content portal would be a good reason to use a Digital Asset Management solution.
A portal is a hosted, easy to use environment, where
your audience can easily retrieve the files that they
want. This way you won't be bothered for every
request, but your audience can just access your
self-service content portal whenever they are looking
for your latest approved material.
Portals should feel like an extension of your brand, so a
beautiful, intuitive and brandable solution is key.
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PROBLEM #3

Remote people and teams cannot
access your digital assets.
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PROBLEM #3

3

Remote people and teams
cannot access your digital assets.
Especially if you are using a traditional file server, you might struggle to give remote people and
teams easy access to your content. Your colleagues in the main office can enjoy the performance
and speed of your local network, but the performance and usability dramatically deteriorates
outside of the building.
Access is usually arranged through a VPN, to keep your files secure. But that comes at a cost. The
performance, speed and usability is often so poor, that remote employees might not even bother
to connect. The result: they end up saving their work locally, on their personal cloud storage or
emailing it to themselves. There goes your single source of truth.
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SOLUTION #3

One centralized
place in the cloud.
The benefit of a DAM in the cloud is that it doesn't matter where
you or your colleagues are. Everybody can access your content:
anytime, everywhere.
A good DAM should allow you to instantly access your files and
have a great visual overview. Either through a web browser or a
mobile app. If your DAM is using a technique like Amazon
Cloudfront, this also guarantees optimal performance around the
globe.
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PROBLEM #4

The lack of version
control on digital assets.
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PROBLEM #4

The lack of version
control on digital assets.
Have you ever tried searching for the final version of a digital
asset, and came across a folder with file names like “version 1”,
“version 2_Final” or “V2_Final6”?
Trying to figure out which file is the correct one to use is not only
frustrating for you and other employees, but if the right version
can’t be found it could result in a project being delayed or even
worse: the usage of a wrong version.
Or what about conflicts during the creative process when people
are working on the same file at the same time?
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SOLUTION #4

File history and version
control.
A good DAM system keeps track of all the changes users make to
their digital assets–with automatic version control. Version control
provides you with deeper insights into the “history” of assets (a
so-called audit trail). The history can include things like:
+

What changes were made to the asset.

+

Who made those changes.

History
Versions (4)
Yesterday
N

Checked in
Version 4
Jan 30 2018 4:15 PM
nbe@woodwing.com

With version control any update doesn't just replace the original
file, but it creates a new version. This means you never lose a
specific version again, and can always compare earlier versions
and revert when needed.

Full history

Last month
G

river

Checked in
Version 3
Jan 30 2018 4:15 PM
ghi@woodwing.com
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PROBLEM #5

Your designers and marketers are
flooded with content requests.
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PROBLEM #5

Your designers and marketers are
flooded with content requests.
Are you or your marketers and designers getting emails like this?
•

"Can you send our logo as a png of max 600 pixels?"

•

"Where can I find our fonts?"

•

"Can you email me the material of our fall campaign?"

If so, then you know how annoying and time-consuming this can
be. The individual requests are small, but they can really interrupt
your focus and daily workflow.
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SOLUTION #5

An internal brand portal with
download presets & renditions.
To keep these tasks away from your creative team, you need to
empower your colleagues to help themselves. By placing all your
latest brand material in one easy-to-use place, your colleagues
always know where to go to, and they be more inclined to resolve

Original

it themselves and not bother you.

Preview
A professional brand portal will also allow them to instantly
download the right version of your files. This means you don't have
to upload your content in a whole bunch of different file formats
and sizes. You just upload your high quality (for example your
vector) file, and they can download the variant they need with 1
click. This means they can for example convert a EPS file to a PNG
file of 1200 pixels with ease!

Web
PNG

800x600px

High-res print
TIFF

Original size

Custom...
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72ppi

300ppi

PROBLEM #6

My content needs to be
distributed to multiple platforms.
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PROBLEM #6

My content needs to be
distributed to multiple platforms.
Marketers have more channels and platforms to their disposal
than ever before. Your CMS, social media, PIM (Product
Information Management) system, newsletter or blog. It really
adds up fast! Most of these platforms have their own media
library. Sometimes the file management capabilities are pretty
rudimentary, and other platforms have a more mature solution.
So let's imagine your designer just finished a nice banner. You
approve it and start uploading it to a bunch of your platforms, for
example to include it as a header image for your latest blog post.
But then you spot a typo. This means you have to manually upload
the new version again to all platforms, and link all the publications
to the latest image. An annoying and time consuming process.
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SOLUTION #6

Auto publish content using
APIs and webhooks.
The solution to these frustrations can lie in reducing your dependency on the media libraries of
the individual platforms. A professional Digital Asset Management solution will allow you to
coordinate your content for these platforms from one place: your single source of truth.
When you upload content to your DAM, you can use Webhooks and APIs to automatically publish
content to your other platforms. Based on certain metadata fields (like tags or the Status field),
you can control which content is published to which platform.
Now imagine the previous scenario again in which you spotted a typo. This time you just have to
edit the original banner from your DAM (in Swivle this is called a Check-out), make your desired
changes and upload the new version (in Swivle this is called a Check-in). If you have shared that
file with a Sharelink or a Portal, the new version is already visible there.
But it gets even better when you have configured other platforms to make use of your Webhooks
and APIs. In this case the latest version is also pushed to your other platforms and automatically
replaces the assets in the other channels and platforms. No more need to manually change this in
different places. You just change it once, and your automation takes care of the rest.
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PROBLEM #7

You have no brand control
over digital assets.
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PROBLEM #7

3

You have no brand control
over digital assets.
Your brand assets such as logos, letterheads, payoff lines, fonts and colour codes are available
for everyone to use within the company. Unfortunately, you don’t have control over who can
make changes to your documents, or worse, who saved over it accidentally.
That being said, there are some older versions of your logo still being used - despite you having
sent out the “100th email” clearly stating where the updated assets can be found. When this
happens, there’s a lack of brand consistency in how you communicate to your audience, which
could lead to long-term brand damage.
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SOLUTION #7

Control permissions
for digital assets.
Some information - like your company’s financial reports - should
only be viewed by certain people within your organization. Leaked

Download files

information to the wrong people could be harmful to your

Upload files

organization. To help with this, some DAMs have permission

Create collections

control over digital assets in place and includes asset access like:
+

Who can view assets.

Download files

+

Who can download assets.

Upload files

+

Who can edit assets.

This helps prevent organizational damage, or unhappy employees.
Depending on which DAM system is used, it can usually be done on
general folder level, in the metadata fields like status, copyright,
date or a geographical location.
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Create collections

Download files
Upload files
Create collections

PROBLEM #8

Recreating and re-buying
digital assets and images.
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PROBLEM #8

3

Recreating and re-buying
digital assets and images.
There’s little as frustrating as having to recreate a design or
re-doing a project because it can’t be found anywhere. Starting
from scratch when something already exists is money wasted. The
same concept goes for assets bought.
Whether that’s a website template, a piece of code, music, videos
or stock images - when investing money in these you want them to
be freely available to re-use anytime.
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SOLUTION #8

Metadata, filtering
& visual overview.
Metadata helps users with advanced search to easily, and quickly, get to the files they want.
Some DAMs automatically extract technical information (filename, date created, file size, file
format) thereby eliminating human error that could occur when manually uploading and saving
digital assets. Things to consider when wanting value from a DAM system is:
+

Built-in search functionality like Elasticsearch technology that returns the right assets when
doing a search in the DAM.

+

Proper filtering options to drill down to the right files more efficient.

+

A visual overview of your content: to increase the recognizability of your content and to
reduce the dependency on the filename
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PROBLEM #9

Guarantee security, confidentiality
and proper backups.
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PROBLEM #9

3

Guarantee security, confidentiality
and proper backups.
Privacy and confidentiality, information disclosures, and authentication and authorization of
digital assets is especially important in the government, military, or data protection industries.
Problems organizations face when it comes to security include:
-

Employees having access to files and digital assets they shouldn’t have access to (like
financial documents).

-

Non Disclosure Agreements (NDA’s) being breached due to employees unknowingly sharing
protected files.

Besides these internal access problems, you obviously have to protect yourselves against
unwanted external access: hackers. Taking this into your own control might be a good idea for
big enterprises with high security protocols, but it less feasible for smaller companies with limited
IT support. Keeping the server offline seems like a safe choice, but it can also cripple the
accessibility. Making the server available online includes maintenance of the firewall and other
software used, which can be easily overlooked. And what about backups? Data loss always
seems to occur at the worst possible time, and then you have to scramble your IT department to
restore a backup. If you are lucky, they have their affairs in order and can restore without data
loss.
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SOLUTION #9

3

A cloud Digital Asset Management
system securely stores, manages,
and retains your files.
A professional DAM solution will make sure that only the right people have access to your content.
Making use of granular permission systems, you should be able to make sure that your
confidential content is not openly available on the workfloor.
What about protection from the outside world? If you opt for a cloud Digital Asset Management
solution you let the professionals handle this. Their infrastructure is way more reliable, robust and
secure than most companies can achieve themselves.
And what about back-ups? Isn't it a comforting thought if you know that this is all arranged? With
a cloud DAM you choose for piece of mind, knowing that this is all taking care of. You will receive
frequent (usually multiple times a day) and automatic backups of your valuable content.
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PROBLEM #10

Wrong usage of
licensed material.
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PROBLEM #10

Wrong usage of
licensed material.
Scenario: You are working on a brochure and are looking for a
striking image for the cover of the brochure. You search through
your archive, and luckily you find the perfect photo and you place
it on your lay-out. The brochure is off to the printer, and all seems
fine.
But then a few weeks later your department head is contacted by
the photographer of that image. Apparently the rights for that
image have expired a while ago. It was a simple mistake, but it can
cost the company!
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SOLUTION #10

Lifecycle and rights
management on digital assets.
A DAM solution can help prevent situations like this in two ways:
1.

It allows users to properly enter detailed information about the rights for every asset. Is it
produced in-house, is it royalty free or are the rights managed?

2.

It allows you to automatically show or hide files for your users based on the license startdate
and enddate. This means the file might be still in your archive, but your team doesn't see the
images anymore after the license has ended. Or alternatively, they only appear in your
archive when the license has started.

This is done via easy-to-use metadata fields where information like copyright, usage rights,
usage terms, credits and licence certificate details can be stored.
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WHO WE ARE?
Swivle - control your content, connect it to world.
Swivle is intuitive Digital Asset Management in the cloud. We empower marketers and designers to
streamline the storage, organization and distribution of their marketing content. We would love to
discuss how our solution could benefit you. You can always reach out to team@swivle.com for a
personal introduction into Digital Asset Management. We would love to help out! Want to get started
with DAM immediately? Then try out our 30-day free trial on www.swivle.com.
A product by WoodWing
Swivle is a part of WoodWing Software, a global market leader in digital asset management software
and multi-channel publishing solutions since 2000. Woodwing has offices in Europe, the Americas and
Asia Pacific, and furthermore we work closely with over 80 partners in more than 100 countries.
Our software is used every day by leading companies like Bavaria, Time Inc, Bol.com, Yamaha and
L'Óreal.
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